For a large class of quantized ergodic flows the quantum ergodicity theorem due to Shnirelman, Zelditch, Colin de Verdière and others states that almost all eigenfunctions become equidistributed in the semiclassical limit. In this work we first give a short introduction to the formulation of the quantum ergodicity theorem for general observables in terms of pseudodifferential operators and show that it is equivalent to the semiclassical eigenfunction hypothesis for the Wigner function in the case of ergodic systems. Of great importance is the rate by which the quantum mechanical expectation values of an observable tend to their mean value. This is studied numerically for three Euclidean billiards (stadium, cosine and cardioid billiard) using up to 6000 eigenfunctions. We find that in configuration space the rate of quantum ergodicity is strongly influenced by localized eigenfunctions like bouncing ball modes or scarred eigenfunctions. We give a detailed discussion and explanation of these effects using a simple but powerful model. For the rate of quantum ergodicity in momentum space we observe a slower decay. We also study the suitably normalized fluctuations of the expectation values around their mean, and find good agreement with a Gaussian distribution. †
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Introduction
In quantum chaos a lot of work is devoted to the investigation of the statistics of eigenvalues and properties of eigenfunctions of quantum systems whose classical counterpart is chaotic. For ergodic systems the behavior of almost all eigenfunctions in the semiclassical limit is described by the quantum ergodicity theorem, which was proven in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , see also [6, 7] for general introductions. Roughly speaking, it states that for almost all eigenfunctions the expectation values of a certain class of quantum observables tend to the mean value of the corresponding classical observable in the semiclassical limit. Another commonly used description of a quantum mechanical state is the Wigner function [8] , which is a phase space representation of the wave function. According to the "semiclassical eigenfunction hypothesis" the Wigner function concentrates in the semiclassical limit on regions in phase space, which a generic orbit explores in the long time limit t → ∞ [9, 10, 11, 12] . For integrable systems the Wigner function W (p, q) is expected to localize on the invariant tori, whereas for ergodic systems the Wigner function should semiclassically condense on the energy surface, i.e. W (p, q) ∼
δ(H(p, q) − E), where H(p, q) is the Hamilton function and vol(Σ E ) is the volume of the energy shell defined by H(p, q) = E. As we will show below the quantum ergodicity theorem is equivalent to the validity of the semiclassical eigenfunction hypothesis for almost all eigenfunctions if the classical system is ergodic. Thus a weak form of the semiclassical eigenfunction hypothesis is proven for ergodic systems. For practical purposes it is important to know not only the semiclassical limit of expectation values or Wigner functions, but also how fast this limit is achieved, because in applications one usually has to deal with finite values of , or finite energies, respectively. Thus the so-called rate of quantum ergodicity determines the practical applicability of the quantum ergodicity theorem. A number of articles have been devoted to this subject, see e.g. [13, 14, 15, 6, 16] and references therein. The principal aim of this paper is to investigate the rate of quantum ergodicity numerically for different Euclidean billiards, and to compare the results with the existing analytical results and conjectures. A detailed numerical analysis of the rate of quantum ergodicity for hyperbolic surfaces and billiards can be found in [17] . Two problems arise when one wants to study the rate of quantum ergodicity numerically. First the fluctuations of the expectation values around their mean can be so large that it is hard or even impossible to infer a decay rate. This problem can be overcome by studying the cumulative fluctuations,
where ψ n , Aψ n is the expectation value of the quantum observable A, σ(A) is the mean value of the corresponding classical observable σ(A) and N(E) is the spectral staircase function, see section 2 for detailed definitions. So S 1 (E, A) contains all information about the rate by which the quantum expectation values tend to the mean value, but is a much smoother quantity than the sequence of differences itself. Secondly, since the quantum ergodicity theorem makes only a statement about almost all eigenfunctions (i.e. a subsequence of density one, see below), there is the possibility of not quantum-ergodic subsequences of eigenfunctions. Such eigenfunctions can be for example socalled scarred eigenfunctions [18, 19] , which are localized around unstable periodic orbits, or in billiards with two parallel walls so-called bouncing ball modes, which are localized on the family of bouncing ball orbits. Although such subsequences of exceptional eigenfunctions are of density zero, they may have a considerable influence on the behavior of S 1 (E, A). This is what we find in our numerical computations for the cosine, stadium and cardioid billiard, which are based on 2000 eigenfunctions for the cosine billiard and up to 6000 eigenfunctions for the stadium and cardioid billiard.
In order to obtain a quantitative understanding of the influence of not quantum-ergodic subsequences on the rate, we develop a simple model for S 1 (E, A) which is tested successfully for the corresponding billiards. The application of this model in the case of the stadium billiard reveals in addition to the bouncing ball modes a subsequence of eigenfunctions, which appear to be not quantum-ergodic in the considered energy range. A further interesting question is if the boundary conditions have any influence on the rate of quantum ergodicity. This is indeed the case, for observables located near the boundary a strong influence on the behavior of S 1 (E, A) is observed. But for E → ∞ this influence vanishes, so the asymptotic rate is independent of the boundary conditions. After having some knowledge on the rate by which the expectation values ψ n , Aψ n tend to their quantum-ergodic limit σ(A) one is interested how the suitably normalized fluctuations ψ n , Aψ n − σ(A) are distributed. It is conjectured that they obey a Gaussian distribution, which we can confirm from our numerical data. The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we first give a short introduction to the quantum ergodicity theorem and its implications. Then we discuss conjectures and theoretical arguments for the rate of quantum ergodicity given in the literature. In particular we study the influence of not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions. In section 3 we give a detailed numerical study on the rate of quantum ergodicity for three Euclidean billiard systems for different types of observables, both in position and in momentum space. This includes a study of the influence of the boundary and a study of the fluctuations of the normalized expectation values around their mean. We conclude with a summary. Some of the more technical considerations using pseudodifferential operators are given in the appendix.
Quantum ergodicity
The classical systems under consideration are given by the free motion of a point particle inside a compact two-dimensional Euclidean domain Ω ⊂ R 2 with piecewise smooth boundary, where the particle is elastically reflected. The phase space is given by R 2 × Ω, and the Hamilton function is (in units 2m = 1)
The trajectories of the flow generated by H(p, q) lie on surfaces of constant energy E,
which obey the scaling property Σ E = E 1 2 Σ 1 := {(E 1 2 p, q) | (p, q) ∈ Σ 1 } since the Hamilton function is quadratic in p. Note that Σ 1 is just S 1 × Ω. The classical observables are functions on phase space R 2 × Ω, and the mean value of an observable a(p, q) at energy E is given by
a(p, q) δ(p 2 − E) dp dq ,
where dµ = 1 2 dϕ dq is the Liouville measure on Σ E and vol(Σ E ) = Σ E dµ. The unusual factor 1/2 in the Liouville measure is due to the fact that we have chosen p 2 and not p 2 /2 as Hamilton function. For the mean value at energy E = 1 we will for simplicity write a. The corresponding quantum system which we will study is given by the Schrödinger equation (in units = 2m = 1)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions: ψ n (q) = 0 for q ∈ ∂Ω. Here ∆ =
denotes the usual Laplacian, and we will assume that the eigenvalues are ordered as E 1 ≤ E 2 ≤ E 3 . . . and that the eigenfunctions are normalized, Ω |ψ n (q)| 2 dq = 1. The quantum ergodicity theorem describes the behavior of expectation values ψ n , Aψ n in the high energy (semiclassical) limit E n → ∞, and relates it to the classical mean value (4). The observable A is assumed to be a pseudodifferential operator, so before we state the theorem we have to introduce the concept of pseudodifferential operators, see e.g. [20, 21, 22, 23] .
Weyl quantization and pseudodifferential operators
It is well known that every continuous operator A :
With such an operator A one can associate its Weyl symbol, defined as
which in general is a distribution [21] . An operator A is called a pseudodifferential operator, if its Weyl symbol belongs to a certain class of functions. One of the simplest classes of symbols is S m (R 2 × Ω) which is defined as follows:
and for all multiindices α, β the estimate
holds. Here m is called the order of the symbol. The main point in this definition is that differentiation with respect to p lowers the order of the symbol. For instance polynomials of degree m in p, |α ′ |≤m c α ′ (q)p α ′ , whose coefficients satisfy
An operator A is called a pseudodifferential operator of order m, A ∈ S m (Ω), if its Weyl symbol belongs to the symbol class
For example if the Weyl symbol is a polynomial in p, then the operator is in fact a differential operator and so pseudodifferential operators are generalizations of differential operators.
Further examples include complex powers of the Laplacian, (−∆) z/2 ∈ S ℜz (Ω), see [25, 26, 22] . On the other hand, to any function a ∈ S m (R n × Ω) one can associate an operator In practice one often encounters symbols with a special structure, namely those which have an asymptotic expansion in homogeneous functions in p,
Note that it is not required that m is an integer, all m ∈ R are allowed. Since the degree of homogeneity tends to −∞ this can be seen as an expansion for |p| → ∞; see [20, 21] for the exact definition of this asymptotic series. These symbols are often called classical or polyhomogeneous, and we will consider only operators with Weyl symbols of this type. The space of this operators will be denoted by S
is called the principal symbol of A and is denoted by σ(A)(p, q) := a m (p, q). It plays a distinguished role in the theory of pseudodifferential operators. One reason for this is that operations like multiplication or taking the commutator are rather complicated in terms of the symbol, but simple for the principal symbol. For instance one has [20, 21] 
where {·, ·} is the Poisson bracket. It furthermore turns out that the principal symbol is a function on phase space, i.e. has the right transformation properties under coordinate transformations, whereas the full Weyl symbol does not have this property. So every operator A with principal symbol σ(A) can be seen as a quantization of the classical observable σ(A). The existence of different operators with the same principal symbol just reflects the fact that the quantization process is not unique. Furthermore, one can show that the leading asymptotic behavior of expectation values of such operators for high energies only depends on the principal symbol, as it should be according to the correspondence principle. This is a special case of the Szegö limit theorem, see [27, chapter 29.1] . One advantage of the Weyl quantization over other quantization procedures is that the Wigner function of a state |ψ appears naturally as the Weyl symbol of the corresponding projection operator |ψ ψ|
In the following we will use for a Wigner function of an eigenstate ψ n the simpler notation 
Pseudodifferential operators of order zero have a bounded Wigner function, and therefore a bounded principal symbol σ(A); this boundedness of the classical observable carries over to the operator level: the operators in S 0 (Ω) are bounded in the L 2 -norm. The definition of pseudodifferential operators can be generalized to manifolds of arbitrary dimension, the preceeding formulas are then valid in local coordinates. The symbols of these operators only live in local charts, but the principal symbols can be glued together to a function on the cotangent bundle T * Ω which is the classical phase space 1 .
Quantum limits and the quantum ergodicity theorem
In quantum mechanics the states are elements of a Hilbert space, or more generally linear functionals on the algebra of observables. In classical mechanics the pure states are points in phase space, and the observables are functions on phase space. More generally the states are measures on phase space, which are linear functionals on the algebra of observables. The pure states are then represented as delta functions. The eigenstates of a Hamilton operator are those which are invariant under the time evolution defined by H. In the semiclassical limit they should somehow converge to measures on phase space which are invariant under the classical Hamiltonian flow. The measures which can be obtained as semiclassical limits of quantum eigenstates are called quantum limits.
More concretely the quantum limits can be described as limits of sequences of Wigner functions. Let {ψ n } n∈N be an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Laplacian −∆, and {W n } n∈N the corresponding set of Wigner functions, see equation (12) . We first consider expectation values for operators of order zero, and then extend the results to operators of arbitrary order. Because pseudodifferential operators of order zero are bounded, the sequence of expectation values { ψ n , Aψ n } n∈N is bounded too. Every function a ∈ C ∞ (Σ 1 ) can be extended to a function in C ∞ (R 2 \{0} × Ω), by requiring it to be homogeneous of degree zero in p.
Via the quantization Op[a]
2 of a and equation (13) 
The sequence of these distributions is bounded because the operators Op[a] are bounded. The accumulation points of {W n (p, q)} n∈N are called quantum limits µ k (p, q), and we label them by k ∈ I, where I is some index-set. Corresponding to the accumulation points µ k (p, q), the sequence {W n (p, q)} n∈N can be split into disjoint convergent subsequences k∈I {W n k
for all a ∈ C ∞ (Σ 1 ) viewed as homogeneous functions of degree zero on phase space. This splitting is unique up to a finite number of terms, in the sense that for two different splittings 1 If one wants to realize the semiclassical limit not as the high energy limit, but as the limit of → 0 one has to incorporate explicitly in the quantization procedure. In the framework of pseudodifferential operators this has been done by Voros in [9, 10] , see also [28, 7] .
2 Strictly speaking is a not an allowed Symbol because it is not smooth at p = 0. Let χ(p) ∈ C ∞ (R 2 ) satisfy χ(p) = 0 for |p| ≤ 1/4 and χ(p) = 1 for |p| ≥ 1/2. By multiplying a with this excision function χ(p) we get a symbol χa ∈ S 0 (R 2 × Ω), whose Weyl quantization Op[χa] is in S 0 (Ω). But the semiclassical properties of Op [χa] are independent of the special choice of χ(p), which can be see e.g. in (14) , since W n is concentrated on the energy shell Σ En for n → ∞. Therefore we will proceed for simplicity with a instead of χa.
the subsequences belonging to the same accumulation point differ only by a finite number of terms. As has been shown in [29] , the quantum limits µ k are measures on C ∞ (Σ 1 ) which are invariant under the classical flow generated by H(p, q). One of the main questions in the field of quantum chaos is which classical invariant measures on C ∞ (Σ 1 ) can actually occur as quantum limits of Wigner functions. E.g., if the orbital measure along an unstable periodic orbit occurs as quantum limit µ k , then the corresponding subsequence of eigenfunctions has to show an enhanced probability, i.e. scarring, along that orbit. Given any quantum limit µ k one is furthermore interested in the counting function N k (E) := #{E n k j ≤ E} for the corresponding subsequence {W n k j } j∈N of Wigner functions. Since the subsequence {W n k j } j∈N is unique up to a finite number of elements, the corresponding counting function N k (E) is unique up to a constant. One should keep in mind that we have defined the quantum limits and their counting functions here with respect to one chosen orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions {ψ n (q)} n∈N . If one takes a different orthonormal base of eigenfunctions {ψ n (q)} n∈N , the counting functions corresponding to the quantum limits, or even the quantum limits themselves, may change. So when studying the set of all quantum limits one has to take all bases of eigenfunctions into account. The lift of any quantum limit from Σ 1 to the whole phase space R 2 × Ω follows straightforward from some well known methods in pseudodifferential operator theory, as shown in appendix B. For a pseudodifferential operator of order m, A ∈ S m cl (Ω), one gets for the expectation values
In terms of the Wigner functions this expression can be written as (see appendix C)
Without the scaling of p with √ E we have
for E n k j → ∞, and µ k (p, q) is extended from Σ 1 to the whole phase space by requiring it to be homogeneous of degree zero in p. For ergodic systems the only invariant measure whose support has nonzero Liouville measure is the Liouville measure itself. For these systems the quantum ergodicity theorem states that almost all eigenfunctions have the Liouville density as quantum limit. Quantum ergodicity theorem [30] : 
where N(E) := #{n | E n < E} is the spectral staircase function, counting the number of energy levels below a given energy E. So almost all expectation values of a quantum observable tend to the mean value of the corresponding classical observable. The special situation that there is only one quantum limit, i.e. the Liouville measure, is called unique quantum ergodicity. This behavior is conjectured to be true for the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on a compact manifold of negative curvature [6, 15] . We have stated here for simplicity the quantum ergodicity theorem only for two dimensional Euclidean domains, but it is true in far more general situations. For compact Riemannian manifolds without boundary the quantum ergodicity theorem was given by Shnirelman [1] , Zelditch [3] and Colin de Verdière [4] . For a certain class of manifolds with boundary it was proven in [31] , without the restriction on the support of the Schwarz kernel of the operator A. The techniques of [31] can possibly be used to remove these restrictions here as well, see the remarks in [30] . One can allow as well more general Hamilton operators; on manifolds without boundary every elliptic selfadjoint operator in S 2 cl (Ω) is allowed, and on manifolds with boundary at least every second order elliptic selfadjoint differential operator with smooth coefficients is allowed. This includes for instance a free particle in a smooth potential or in a magnetic field. In the semiclassical setting, where the Hamilton operator and the observables depend explicitly on , a similar theorem for the limit → 0 has been proven in [5] , see also [7] for an introduction. In light of the correspondence principle the quantum ergodicity theorem appears very natural: Classical ergodicity means that for a particle moving along a generic trajectory with energy E, the probability of finding it in a certain region U ⊂ Σ E of phase space is proportional to the volume vol(U) of that region, but does not depend on the shape or location of U. The corresponding quantum observable is the quantization of the characteristic function χ U of U, and by the correspondence principle one expects that the expectation value of this observable in the state ψ n tends to the classical expectation value for E n → ∞. And this is the content of the quantum ergodicity theorem. In terms of the Wigner functions W n the theorem gives, see eq. (18),
for j → ∞, for a subsequence {n j } ⊂ N of density one. So almost all Wigner functions become equidistributed on the energy shells Σ En j . That is, for ergodic systems the validity of the semiclassical eigenfunction hypothesis for a subsequence of density one is equivalent to the quantum ergodicity theorem.
Some examples
As an illustration of the quantum ergodicity theorem, and for later use, we now consider some special observables whose symbol only depends on the position q or on the momentum p.
If the symbol only depends on the position q, i.e. a(p, q) = a(q), the operator is just the multiplication operator with the function a(q), and one has
In the special case that one wants to measure the probability of the particle to be in a given domain D ⊂ Ω, the symbol is the characteristic function of
is not a pseudodifferential operator, but nevertheless the quantum ergodicity theorem remains valid for this observable [4] . Since the principal symbol is then σ(A) = χ D we obtain for its mean value
Thus the quantum ergodicity theorem gives for this case
for a subsequence {n j } ⊂ N of density one. As discussed at the end of the previous section this is what one should expect from the correspondence principle. If instead the symbol depends only on the momentum p, i.e. a(p, q) = a(p), one obtains from (13) for the expectation value
In the same way as in [4] for a characteristic function in position space, it follows that the quantum ergodicity theorem remains valid for the case where a(p) = χ C(θ,∆θ) (p) is the characteristic function of a circular sector in momentum space of angle θ. In polar coordinates this is given by the set
The mean value of the principal symbol then reduces to
which does not depend on θ. Thus the quantum ergodicity theorem reads in the case of a characteristic function in momentum space
for a subsequence {n j } ⊂ N of density one. This means that quantum ergodicity implies an asymptotic equidistribution of the momentum directions of the particle.
It is instructive to compute the observables discussed above for certain integrable systems. First consider a two-dimensional torus. The eigenfunctions, labeled by the two quantum numbers n, m ∈ Z, read ψ n,m (x, y) = exp(2πinx) exp(2πimy). Obviously, these are "quantumergodic" in position space, since |ψ n,m (x, y)| 2 = 1, but they are not quantum-ergodic in momentum space. Even in position space the situation changes if one takes a different orthogonal basis of eigenfunctions (note that the multiplicities tend to infinity), see [32] for a complete discussion of the quantum limits on tori. A similar example is provided by the Dirichlet or Neumann eigenfunctions of a rectangular billiard. The circle billiard shows a converse behavior. Let the radius be one, then the eigenfunctions are given in polar coordinates by
Here j k,l is the k-th zero of the Bessel function J l (x), x > 0, and N kl is a normalization constant. These eigenfunctions do not exhibit quantum ergodicity in position space. But for their Fourier transforms one can show that
and so we have "quantum ergodicity" in momentum space. A remarkable example was discussed by Zelditch [33] . He considered the Laplacian on the sphere S 2 . Since the multiplicity of the eigenvalue l(l + 1) is 2l + 1, which tends to infinity as l → ∞, one can choose infinitely many orthonormal bases of eigenfunctions. Zelditch showed that almost all of these bases exhibit quantum ergodicity in the whole phase space. Although this is clearly an exceptional case due to the high multiplicities, it shows that one has to be careful with the notion of quantum ergodicity. In a recent work Jakobson and Zelditch [34] have furthermore shown that for the sphere all invariant measures on phase space do occur as quantum limits. One might conjecture that for an integrable system all classical measures which are invariant under the flow and all symmetries of the Hamilton function do occur as quantum limits. The general question whether quantum ergodicity for all orthonormal bases of eigenfunctions in the whole phase space implies ergodicity of the classical system is still open.
The rate of quantum ergodicity
We now come to the central question of the approach to the quantum-ergodic limit. First we note that an equivalent formulation of the quantum ergodicity theorem, which avoids choosing subsequences, is given by
This equivalence follows from a standard lemma concerning the influence of subsequences of density zero on the average of a sequence, see e.g. [35, Theorem 1.20] . In order to characterize the rate of approach to the ergodic limit the quantities
have been proposed and studied in [13, 14] . Quantum ergodicity is equivalent to S m (E, A) → 0 for E → ∞ and m ≥ 1. Let us first summarize some of the known results for the rate of quantum ergodicity. Zelditch proved in [13] by relating the rate of quantum ergodicity to the rate of convergence of classical expectation values, and using a central limit theorem for the classical flow, that for compact manifolds of negative curvature S m (E, A) = O((log E) −m/2 ). However this bound is believed to be far from being sharp. Moreover in [14] lower bounds for S m (E, A) have been derived. In [15, 36, 37] it is proven for a Hecke basis of eigenfunctions on the modular surface that
+ε for every ε > 0. It is furthermore conjectured [6, 15] that this estimate is also valid for the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian on a compact manifolds of negative curvature, and moreover that it is satisfied for each eigenstate individually:
+ε for every ε > 0. In [16] a study of S 2 (E, A) based on the Gutzwiller trace formula has been performed. For completely desymmetrized systems having only isolated and unstable periodic orbits, the socalled diagonal approximation for a double sum over periodic orbits and further assumptions lead to
Here g = 2 if the system is invariant under time reversal, and otherwise g = 1, and ρ(A) is the variance of the fluctuations of
using all periodic orbits γ of the system. More precisely, it is assumed that |A γ − σ(A)| 2 ∼ ρ(A)/T γ , where T γ denotes the primitive length of γ. In the general case where not all periodic orbits are isolated and unstable it is argued that the rate of quantum ergodicity is related to the decay rate of the classical autocorrelation function C(τ ) [16] . If C(τ ) ∼ τ −η then the result is
where
is the so-called Heisenberg time. For the stadium billiard [38] and the Sinai billiard [39] it is believed that the correlations decay as ∼ 1/τ , see [40] and [41] for numerical results for the Sinai billiard. Thus for both the stadium and the Sinai billiard a logarithmic contribution to the decay of S 2 (E, A) is expected. Also a Gaussian random behavior of the eigenfunctions [11] implies in position space a rate
2 ), which follows from [42, chapter IV] , see also [16, 43] . Random matrix theory (see [44, section VII]) predicts for suitable observables the same rate
2 ), and furthermore Gaussian fluctuations of ( ψ n , Aψ n −σ(A))/ S 2 (E n , A) around zero, which we study numerically in section 3.3. Since for the systems under investigation we have not quantum-ergodic subsequences of eigenfunctions, we now discuss in general the influence of such subsequences on the behavior of S 1 (E, A). To this end we split the sequence of eigenfunctions into two subsequences. The first, denoted by {ψ n ′ }, contains all quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions, i.e. the corresponding quantum limit of the associated sequence of Wigner functions is the Liouville measure. The counting function of this subsequence will be denoted by N ′ (E). The other sequence {ψ n ′′ } contains all not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions. This subsequence may have different quantum limits µ k which are all different from the Liouville measure. Their counting function will be denoted by N ′′ (E). Examples would be a subsequence of bouncing ball modes or eigenfunctions scarred by an unstable periodic orbit. Similarly we split S 1 (E, A) into two parts corresponding to the two classes of eigenfunctions. Due to the separation N(E) = N ′ (E) + N ′′ (E) we obtain
Here we defined
So the behavior of S 1 (E, A) is given in terms of the three quantities S
, which describe the behavior of the quantum-ergodic and the not quantum-ergodic subsequences, respectively. The behavior of S ′′ 1 (E, A) can be described in terms of the non ergodic quantum limits and their counting functions. We split the not quantum-ergodic subsequence into convergent subsequences corresponding to the quantum limits
and the limit
only depends on σ(A) and defines an invariant measure on Σ 1 . Let us assume for the quantum-ergodic part of S 1 (E, A) a certain rate of decay,
and for the counting function of the not quantum-ergodic states
where by quantum ergodicity α > 0 and β < 1. With Weyl's law
2 ) we then obtain in eq. (35) for S 1 (E, A)
One sees that if −α > β − 1, the asymptotic behavior of S 1 (E, A) is governed by the quantumergodic sequences of eigenfunctions, whereas in the opposite case, −α ≤ β−1, the not quantumergodic sequences dominate the behavior asymptotically. Especially if β − 1 > −1/4, i.e. β > 3/4, the rate of quantum ergodicity cannot be O(E − 1 4 ). To obtain a simple model for the rate of quantum ergodicity, let us now assume that the conjectured optimal rate is valid for the subsequence of quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions, that is α = 1/4 can be chosen in eq. (40) . To be more precise it should be S ′ 1 (E, A) = O(E −1/4+ε ) for every ε > 0, but for comparison with numerical data on a finite energy range we will assume that ε = 0. For the not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions the knowledge of their counting function N ′′ (E) is very poor; in general it is unknown. Thus if we neglect the higher order terms in eqs. (40) and (41) we obtain from (35) and (39) a simple model for the behavior of S 1 (E, A),
The first factor in braces will only be important if β is close to 1.
We will now discuss the influence of a special type of not quantum-ergodic subsequences in more detail. In billiards with two-parallel walls, one has a subsequence of so-called bouncing ball modes [45] , which are localized on the bouncing ball orbits, see fig. 1b ) for an example of such an eigenfunction. In our previous work [46] we showed that for every β < 1 there exists an ergodic billiard which possesses a not quantum-ergodic subsequence, given by bouncing ball modes, whose counting function is asymptotically of order E β . But for β = 1 − δ, with some small δ > 0, equation (42) shows that S 1 (E, A) = O(E −δ ) at least for some A. So the best possible estimate on the rate of quantum ergodicity which is valid without further assumptions on the system other than ergodicity is
Especially for the Sinai billiard the result for the exponent is β = 9/10 and therefore S 1 (E, A) ∼ cE −1/10 , which contradicts the result (34) from [16] . If the bouncing ball modes are the only not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions, or at least constitute the dominant contribution to them, then
The exponent β and ν ′′ (A) are explicitly known, and the constant c is known from a numerical fit in [46] for the billiards we will consider in the next section. Thus in this case the only free parameter in the model (43) is ν ′ (A). The asymptotic behavior of (43) is governed by the term with the larger exponent, but this can be hidden at low energies if one of the constants is much larger than the other. Assume for instance that β − 1 > 1/4, i.e. the not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions dominate the rate asymptotically. If
for an observable A, then up to a certain energy S 1 (E, A) will be approximately proportional to E − 1 4 . In numerical studies where only a finite energy range is accessible such a behavior can hide the true rate of quantum ergodicity. This will be seen most drastically for the cosine billiard, see section 3.1.1. The main ingredient of the model (43) is the conjectured behavior of the rate for the quantumergodic eigenfunctions. By comparing (43) with numerical data for different observables one can test this conjecture. If this conjecture is true then it means that the only deviations from the optimal rate of quantum ergodicity are due to subsequences of not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions. Clearly similar models based on a splitting like (35) can be developed for other situations as well. E.g., if the eigenfunctions split into a quantum-ergodic subsequence of density one with rate proportional to E −1/4 and a quantum-ergodic subsequence of density zero with a slower, and maybe spatial inhomogeneous, rate, one would expect a similar behavior of S 1 (E, A) as in the case considered above. So it will be hard without some a priori information on not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions to distinguish between these two scenarios.
Numerical results
In order to study the rate of quantum ergodicity numerically we have chosen three different Euclidean billiard systems, given by the free motion of a point particle inside a compact domain with elastic reflections at the boundaries. See fig. 2 for the chosen billiard shapes. The first is the stadium billiard, which is proven to be ergodic, mixing and a K-system [38, 47] . The height of the desymmetrized billiard is chosen to be 1, and a denotes the length of the upper horizontal line. For this system our analysis is based on computations of the first 6000 eigenfunctions for odd-odd parity, i.e. everywhere Dirichlet boundary conditions in the desymmetrized system with parameter a = 1.8. We also studied stadium billiards with parameters a = 0.5 and a = 4.0 using the first 2000 eigenfunctions in each case to investigate the dependence on a, see below. The stadium billiard is one of the most intensively studied systems in quantum chaos, for investigations of the eigenfunctions see e.g. [45, 18, 19, 48, 49] and references therein. The second system is the cosine billiard, which is constructed by replacing one side of a rectangular box by a cosine curve. The cosine billiard has been introduced and studied in detail in [50, 51] . The ergodic properties are unknown, but numerical studies do not reveal any stability islands. If there were any they are so small that one expects that they do not have any influence in the energy range under consideration. The height of the cosine billiard is 1 and the upper horizontal line has length 2 in our numerical computations. The cosine is parameterized by B(y) = 2 + 1 2
(1 + cos(πy)), see fig. 2b ). For our analysis of this system we used the first 2000 eigenfunctions with Dirichlet boundary conditions everywhere. 2 for three different odd-odd eigenfunctions of the a = 1.8 stadium billiard: a) n = 1992, "generic" b) n = 1660, bouncing ball mode c) n = 1771 localized eigenfunction. Right: Density plots for two eigenfunctions of the cardioid billiard with odd symmetry: d) n = 1816, "generic" e) n = 1817, localized along the AB orbit. Notice that according to the quantum ergodicity theorem the non-localized eigenfunctions of type a) and d) are the overwhelming majority.
The third system is the cardioid billiard, which is the limiting case of a family of billiards introduced in [52] . The cardioid billiard is proven to be ergodic, mixing, a K-system and a Bernoulli system [53, 54, 55, 56, 57] . Both the classical system [52, 58, 59, 60] and the quantum mechanical system have been studied in detail [61, 62, 58, 63] . The eigenvalues of the cardioid billiard have been provided by Prosen and Robnik [64] and were calculated by means of the conformal mapping technique, see e.g. [61, 65, 66] . Using these eigenvalues, our study is based on computations for the first 6000 eigenfunctions of odd symmetry, which were obtained from the eigenvalues by means of the boundary integral method [67, 68] using the singular value decomposition method [69] . The boundary integral method was also used for the computations of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the stadium and the cosine billiard. Let us first illustrate the structure of wave functions by showing density plots of |ψ n (q)| 2 for three different types of wave functions of the stadium billiard and two different types of the cardioid billiard. Fig. 1a) shows a "generic" wave function, whose density looks irregular. Example b) belongs to the class of bouncing ball modes, and its Wigner function is localized in phase space on the bouncing ball orbits, see the discussion in section 2.3. Fig. 1c ) is another example of an eigenfunction showing some kind of localization. Fig. 1d) shows a "generic" wave function for the cardioid billiard and 1e) is an example of an eigenfunction, which shows a strong localization in the surrounding of the shortest periodic orbit (with code AB, see [58, 59] ). We should emphasize that according to the quantum ergodicity theorem the overwhelming majority of states in the semiclassical limit are of the type a) and d), which we also observe for the eigenfunctions of the studied systems.
Quantum ergodicity in coordinate space
The quantum ergodicity theorem applied to the observable with symbol a(q) = χ D (q), discussed in section 2.3, states that the difference
vanishes for a subsequence of density one. The first set of domains D i for which we investigate the approach to the ergodic limit is shown in fig. 2 . Plots of d i (n) for domain D 4 of the stadium billiard and D 5 of the cardioid billiard in fig. 3 show quite large fluctuations around zero. In particular for the stadium billiard there are many states for which d 1 (n) is quite large and d 4 (n) is quite small. As one would expect, a large number of them are bouncing ball modes. The fluctuations of d i (n) for the cosine billiard behave similarly to the stadium billiard. When trying to study the rate of the approach to the quantum-ergodic limit numerically one therefore is faced with two problems. On the one hand d i (n) is strongly fluctuating, which makes an estimate of the approach to the mean very difficult, if not impossible for the available numerical data. On the other hand one does not know a priori which subsequences should be excluded in (46) . Therefore the investigation of the asymptotic behavior of the "cumulative" version (31) of the quantum ergodicity theorem is much more appropriate. For the observable χ D (q) we have 
for domain 4 in the stadium billiard and for domain 5 in the cardioid billiard. Since |ψ n (q)
. For domain D 4 in the stadium this lower bound is attained by the bouncing ball modes whose probability density |ψ n (q)| 2 nearly vanishes in D 4 ; they are responsible for the sharp edge seen in the plot of d 4 (n).
In fig. 2 , in the desymmetrized cosine, stadium and cardioid billiard, respectively. One nicely sees that the numerically determined curves for S 1 (E, χ D i ) decrease with increasing energy. This is of course expected from the quantum-ergodic theorem, however since this is an asymptotic statement, it is not clear a priori, whether one can observe such a behavior also at low energies. It should be emphasized that fig. 4 is based on the expectation values ψ n , χ D i ψ n for 2000 eigenfunctions and figs. 6 and 11 are based on 6000 eigenfunctions in each case. In order to study the rate of quantum ergodicity quantitatively a fit of the function (48) to the numerical data for S 1 (E, χ D i ) is performed. As discussed in section 2.4, for certain systems a behavior S 1 (E, A) = O(E −1/4+ε ) for all ε > 0 is expected, so that the fit parameter ε characterizes the rate of quantum ergodicity. A positive value of ε thus means a slower decrease of S 1 (E, A) than the expected E −1/4 . The results for ε are shown in tables 1-4, and the insets in figs. 4-11 show the same curves S 1 (E, χ D i ) in a double-logarithmic plot together with these fit curves. The agreement of the fits with the computed functions S 1 (E, χ D i ) is very good. However, ε is not small for all domains D i of the considered systems, rather we find several significant exceptions, which will be explained in the following discussion.
Cosine billiard
For the cosine billiard one would expect a strong influence of the bouncing ball modes on the rate, since their number increases according to [46] as N bb (E) ∼ c E 9/10 . But the prefactor c turns out to be very small and therefore the influence of the bouncing ball modes is suppressed at low energies. The model for S 1 (E, A), equation (43), gives for the cosine billiard
where we have inserted the values c = 0.04 and β = 0.87, obtained in [46] from a fit to N bb (E) which was performed over the same energy range which we consider here. For sake of completeness we have included the first factor, (1 − 0.201 E −0.13 ), but the numerical fits we perform below only change marginally if one sets this factor equal to 1. domain rel. area fig. 2 and fig. 4 and in the inset of fig. 5 . Shown are the results for ε and a of the fit of S 
The asymptotic behavior of the probability density |ψ n ′′ (q)| 2 of the bouncing ball modes is (in the weak sense)
where R denotes the rectangular part of the billiard. So the expectation values are asymptoti-
For fixed volume vol(D) the quantity ν . Therefore the strongest contribution of the bouncing ball modes to S 1 (E, χ D ) in eq. (49) (49) is for all domains much smaller than the prefactor a from the fit to (48) . This already indicates that the contribution of the bouncing ball modes is suppressed, explaining why the rate for the cosine billiard is in such a good agreement with ε = 0. In order to test this quantitatively we have performed a fit of the model (49) 
, respectively. This is due to the fact that choosing a smaller domain D implies larger fluctuations of ψ n , χ D ψ n for the same set of eigenfunctions.
As an additional test we have computed S 1 (E, χ D i ) numerically for four further domains (shown in the inset of fig. 5 ), having a much larger area than the previous ones. For these domains ν ′′ bb (χ D i ) is larger, and one therefore expects a stronger influence of the bouncing ball modes and correspondingly a slower rate of quantum ergodicity. The results are shown in table 1 and fig. 5 and our findings are completely consistent with the previous ones as well as with the model (49) . We also observe in fig. 5 that for the large domains, except for the whole rectangular part D 9 = R, the rate is faster at low energies, than at high energies. This is due to the influence of the boundary and will be discussed in section 3.1.4. Summarizing the results for the cosine billiard, we found that the rate of quantum ergodicity is in excellent agreement with a rate proportional to E −1/4 for the subsequence of quantumergodic eigenfunctions. The phenomenological model S model 1 (E, χ D ), eq. (49), is in very good agreement with the numerical data, especially in view of the fact that it contains only one free parameter. Furthermore, the cosine billiard provides an impressive example of a system for which the asymptotic regime for S 1 (E, A) is reached very late. Up to the 2000th eigenfunction the asymptotic behavior S 1 (E, A) ∼ CE −1/10 is almost completely hidden. A continuation of S model 1 (E, χ R ) for the domain R = D 9 with the strongest influence of the bouncing ball modes, shows that at E ≈ 10 6 the two contributions have the same magnitude, and one has to go up as high as E ≈ 10 20 to see the asymptotic behavior S 1 (E, χ R ) ∼ CE −1/10 . Therefore there is no contradiction between the observed fast rate of quantum ergodicity in the present energy range and the increase of the number of bouncing ball modes N bb (E) ∼ c E 9/10 found in [46] .
Stadium billiard
For the stadium billiard the number of bouncing ball modes grows as N bb (E) ∼ c E 3/4 [70, 46] . Therefore the bouncing ball mode contribution to S 1 (E, A) is, according to equation (43) , proportional to E −1/4 , and thus of the same order as the expected rate of quantum ergodicity for the quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions. One therefore expects for all domains in position space a rate of E −1/4 . We have investigated the rate of quantum ergodicity for the stadium billiard using the small domains shown in fig. 2a ) and for larger domains shown in fig. 7 . The results of the fits of S fit 1 (E) = aE −1/4+ε to the numerical data for S 1 (E, χ D i ) are given in table 2. Let us first discuss the rate for the small domains shown in fig. 2a ). For the domains D 1 and D 2 which lie inside the rectangular part of the billiard the rate is in very good agreement with E −1/4 . But both for the domain D 3 which lies on the border between the rectangular part and the quarter circle, and in particular for domain D 4 which lies inside the quarter circle, one finds a slower rate than expected. This is a behavior which one would expect for a billiard with a much faster increasing number of bouncing ball modes. We see three possible explanations for this behavior of the rate for the stadium billiard. First, the counting function N bb (E) for the bouncing ball modes might increase with a larger exponent than 3/4, N bb (E) ∼ c E β , β > 3/4. This would contradict the results in [70, 46] , derived by independent methods. Moreover, the exponent β was tested numerically in [46] up to energy E ≈ 10000 and we found very good agreement with β = 3/4. Even if we relaxed the criteria for the selection of the bouncing ball modes drastically, the exponent did not change significantly, only the prefactor c increased. Therefore we think that this first possibility is clearly ruled out. Secondly, the rate for the quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions might not be proportional to E −1/4 , but has a slower decay rate. Then we have to assume a position dependence of the rate, in order to explain the different behavior for the different domains: in the rectangular part of the billiard the rate has to be proportional to E −1/4 to explain the value of ε obtained for the domains D 1 and D 2 . Whereas inside the quarter circle the rate of decay has to decrease as S away from the quarter circle, should be the same as the one for D 1 and D 2 . The third possible explanation for the observed behavior of the rate is that there exist more not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions which have a larger probability density in the rectangular part than in the quarter-circle, and which are not bouncing ball modes. Alternatively the reason could be a subsequence of density zero of quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions, which has a sufficiently increasing counting function and a slow rate, see the remark at the end of section 2.4. In both cases the model for S 1 (E, A) discussed in section 2.4, which we already used in the case of the cosine billiard, would be applicable. In contrast to the second possibility in this scenario one expects a dependence of the rate of S 1 (E, χ D ) on the volume of the domain D, as in the case of the cosine billiard.
To decide which explanation is the correct one we studied the rate for a number of large domains shown in fig. 7 . With these domains one necessarily comes closer to the boundary of the billiard. To rule out the possibility that the observed behavior of the rate is due to the influence of the boundary, and not due to the dependence on the volume and location of the domains, we computed in addition S 1 (E, χ D ) for the small domain D 5 which is close to the boundary. The results are also given in table 2 and some examples of S 1 (E, χ D i ) for these large domains are shown in fig. 8 . As for the cosine billiard, we also found that for large domains at small energies the rate may be much faster than at higher energies which is nicely seen in fig. 8 for the domains D 7 and D 8 . This effect is due to the influence of the boundary, as we will discuss in section 3.1.4; here we only note that the boundary influence vanishes for large energies. The observed rate of quantum ergodicity displays a strong dependence on the volume of the domain D, whereas the location, as long as one stays inside the rectangular part, has no influence. E.g. for the domain D 6 , which contains D 1 and D 2 , one gets a much slower rate than for D 1 and D 2 . In contrast to D 6 the rate for the small domain D 5 near the boundary is rather close to the one for D 1 and D 2 . The slightly slower rate for D 5 is due to the smaller energy range for which we have computed S 1 (E, χ D 5 ). A fit of S fit 1 (E) = aE −1/4+ε to S 1 (E, χ D 1 ) and S 1 (E, χ D 2 ) using the first 2000 eigenfunctions gives an ε of 0.022 for D 1 and 0.011 for D 2 , which is of the same magnitude as the result for D 5 . Moreover the rate decreases monotonically with increasing area of the domains D i , as long as they are inside the rectangular part R of the billiard. The domain D 10 is interesting because it extends over both parts of the billiard. The enhanced probability density of the exceptional eigenfunctions in the rectangular part is partially compensated by the lower probability density in the quarter circle. Therefore one expects a rate similar to a domain in the rectangular part with relative area (vol(D 10 )−2 vol(D 10 ∩(Ω\R)))/ vol(Ω) = 0.371 . . . . This relative area lies between the values for D 6 and D 7 , and indeed the rate for D 10 lies between the rate for D 6 and D 7 too. These results strongly support the third explanation, i.e. the existence of a large density zero subsequence which is responsible for the deviations of the rate from E −1/4 . "Large" means that the counting function increases sufficiently strong to cause the rate to deviate from the expected behavior. To test this conjecture quantitatively one has to compare the numerical data with the conjec- fig. 7 ) for the a = 1.8 stadium billiard using the first 2000 eigenfunctions. The inset shows the same curves in double-logarithmic representation together with a fit of eq. (48) . For the domains D 7 and in particular for domain D 8 a sharp transition from a fast to a slower decay of the rate is visible. This effect is due to the boundary and will be explained in sec. 3.1.4. tured behavior
Since this model contains the four free parameters c, β, ν ′ (A) and b(A), the numerical fit is not very stable. Therefore it is desirable to get some additional information from a different source. To this end we plotted d 4 (n) = ψ n , χ D 4 ψ n −vol(D 4 )/ vol(Ω) for domain D 4 which shows a slow rate, see fig. 3 , and divided the spectrum into two parts by inserting a curve −c d E −1/4 , and a curve c u E −1/4 . The part of the spectrum between the two curves corresponds to the quantumergodic eigenfunctions with the optimal rate ∼ E −1/4 , and the part above and below the curves corresponds to the not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions or to quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions with a slower rate than E −1/4 . By computing the counting functions for these two subsequences we get a further criterion for distinguishing between the two possible scenarios for the behavior of the eigenfunctions discussed above. If the rate of quantum ergodicity for all quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions is slower than E −1/4 inside the quarter circle, then the fraction of eigenfunctions which lie below or above the two curves should grow proportional to E. If the deviation of the rate is due to a not quantum-ergodic subsequence of density zero, or a quantum-ergodic subsequence of density zero with exceptionally slow rate, then the number of states which lie below or above the two curves should grow like N ′′ (E), i.e. slower than E. 
We have now eliminated two of the four free parameters, and can therefore test this formula effectively with the numerical data. The results for ν ′ (χ D i ) and b(χ D i ) are also shown in table 2, and for three large domains the plot of S 1 (E, χ D ) and the corresponding fit S In view of this it is surprising how good this model fits with the numerical data. We believe that this gives a very strong support for the underlying conjectures, namely that a density one subsequence of quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions has a rate S ′ 1 (E, A) ∼ cE −1/4 , and the deviations in the rate of S 1 (E, A) from this behavior are due to a subsequence of density zero. As mentioned in section 2.4, a behavior
for the stadium billiard is claimed in [16] . We have tested this both for the small domains D 1 and D 2 , which are not influenced by the bouncing ball modes and also for some larger domains. However, the resulting fits clearly show that this result does not apply to our numerical data, see fig. 9 . We also tested if this result applies to the quantum-ergodic subsequence, i.e. S E 1/2 . Again we find that from our numerical data that this possibility is excluded, at least for the energy range under consideration. For the stadium billiard it is known that the asymptotic behavior of the classical autocorrelation C(τ ) ∼ 1/τ , which leads to S 2 (E, A) ∼ cE −1/2 ln vol(Ω) 2 E 1/2 according to [16] , sets in rather late. So it would be very interesting to compare the results with those obtained by inserting the numerically computed autocorrelation function in the integral in (34) . We now return to the question of what type these additional subsequences of eigenfunctions are. As additional information for the model, the counting function for the number of states for which ψ n , χ
is smaller than −c d E −1/4 has been used. For comparison we have carried out the same procedure for the observable 1 − χ D 9 which corresponds to the complete quarter circle. As expected the bouncing ball modes appeared in both subsequences, but additionally a considerable number of other types of eigenfunctions showed up. In fig. 10 we 
The result of the fit shows that the numerical data for the first 6000 expectation values cannot be described with this rate. show some examples of such eigenfunctions. They all show a reduced probability density inside the quarter circle, but their structure is essentially different from the bouncing ball modes. Their semiclassical origin are maybe periodic orbits bouncing up and down between the two perpendicular walls for a long time but then leaving the neighborhood of the bouncing ball orbits in phase space. At least it seems difficult to associate short unstable periodic orbits to the patterns in the shown states, because the lines of enhanced probability do not always obey the laws of reflection, or they look too irregular. A further test of the hypothesis that a density zero subsequence is responsible for the slow rate is provided by varying the length a of the billiard. Here we used the first 2000 eigenfunctions for both the a = 0.5 and the a = 4.0 stadium billiard in addition to the results for the a = 1.8 stadium based on 6000 eigenfunctions. We have chosen three different domains for these three systems: domain A lies within the rectangular part of the billiard, domain B is centered at x = a and domain C is located in the quarter circle. The results for the rate of quantum ergodicity are shown in table 3. For different parameters the quantities b(D i ) change, and therefore the weights of the different contributions to S 1 (E, A) in equation (53) . For smaller a the relative fraction of the volume of the rectangular part, vol(R)/ vol(Ω) becomes smaller. Therefore one expects that for smaller a the influence of the not quantum-ergodic subsequences to S 1 (E, χ D ) becomes stronger in the rectangular part, and weaker in the quarter circle. This is nicely seen in the numerically found behavior of the rate for the domains A and C shown in table 3, which confirms our hypothesis. To summarize our results for the stadium billiard, we have shown the existence of a large, but density zero, subsequence of eigenfunctions which have an enhanced probability distribution on the rectangular part of the billiard but having a different structure than the bouncing ball modes. We demonstrated that the observed effects are due to the influence of this subsequence of density zero. This subsequence shows a different behavior than the majority of quantumergodic eigenfunctions for which our results imply a uniform rate of E −1/4 . Clearly we cannot decide if this exceptional subsequence will ultimately be not quantum-ergodic, or if it is a quantum-ergodic subsequence with a exceptional behavior of the rate. We can only say that on the presently studied energy range up to E ≈ 30000, i.e. up to the 6000th eigenfunction, they behave not quantum-ergodic. Table 3 : Results for ε of the fit of S fit 1 (E) = aE −1/4+ε to the numerically obtained S 1 (E, χ D i ), for stadium billiards with different parameter a for three different domains A, B and C. Domain A lies within the rectangular part of the billiard, domain B is centered at x = a and domain C is located in the quarter circle.
Cardioid billiard
The cardioid billiard is probably the most "generic" one of our three billiards, in the sense that it possesses no two dimensional family of periodic orbits like the bouncing ball orbits. One might therefore expect a priori a better rate of quantum ergodicity than for the other billiards. We have computed S 1 (E, χ D i ) for five small domains, see fig. 2c ), by using the first 6000 eigenfunctions up to energy E ≈ 32000, and for three larger domains, see fig. 12 , by using the first 2000 eigenfunctions. The results are displayed in figs. 11 and 12. To determine the rate a fit of S fit 1 (E) = aE −1/4+ε has been performed, and the resulting values for a and ε are listed in table 4 . We find that domain D 3 gives the lowest rate of quantum ergodicity for the small domains D 1 -D 5 . This is caused by a considerable number of eigenfunctions showing an enhanced probability as in fig. 1e ) along the vertical orbit AB. For domains D 1 , D 2 we also find a slower rate than for the other regions D 4 , D 5 ; in this case the slower rate seemingly cannot be attributed to one type of localized eigenfunctions. very difficult, because the deviations from the conjectured optimal rate is not only due to one subsequence. But the results for D 4 and D 5 clearly shows that here as well one has a density one subsequence of quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions with rate S
. We hope to return to the problem of determining the not quantum-ergodic subsequences and their quantum limits in the future. The cardioid billiard is the only system we have studied to which the result (33) should be applicable. But for most of the domains the rate is much slower than the predicted one. Only the domains 4 and 5 show the expected rate. Therefore we have computed for these domains the factor ρ(A) in eq. (33) . For the computation of ρ(A) the variance of
as a function of l has been computed using trajectory segments of length l of a generic trajectory {q(t)}. The quantity
decreases like ρ(A)l −1 . Using the corresponding results in equation (33) we obtain S 2 (E, χ D 4 ) = 0.0062 E −1/2 and S 2 (E, χ D 5 ) = 0.0074 E −1/2 . These numbers have to be compared with the result of a fit S 48 . On sees that the theoretical prediction is too large by a factor of approximately 2. This deviation might be related to the factor g in (33), which counts the mean multiplicities in the classical length spectrum. In the cardioid billiard the asymptotic value g = 2 is reached very late, for the shorter periods one rather has g ≈ 1, which would lead to a better agreement of eq. (33) with the data for D 4 and D 5 . For a better understanding it seems necessary to check in detail, whether any of the assumptions leading to eq. (33) is not fulfilled for the domains of the cardioid billiard. It would also be very interesting to investigate if the slower rates can be described using the expression in terms of the classical correlation function. We will leave these questions for a separate study. Figure 13 : In a) we show a three dimensional plot of the sum Ψ E (x, y) =
The influence of the boundary
En≤E |ψ(x, y)| 2 involving the first 250 eigenfunctions of the a = 1.8 stadium with odd-odd symmetry. The pictures on the right show a cross section Ψ E (1, y) for using the first b) 250 and c) 1000 eigenfunctions. The dashed curves in b) and c) display the evaluation using the first two terms in formula (54) . These results are used to explain the fast rate in the low energy range for the stadium billiard for large domains.
In all three billiards we observe the phenomenon, that for large domains S 1 (E, χ D ) decays faster at low energies than at high energies. This can be seen in fig. 5 for domain D 8 in the cosine billiard, in fig. 8 for domains D 7 and D 8 in the stadium billiard and in fig. 12 for domains D 6 , D 7 and D 8 in the cardioid billiard. The other large domains we studied showed the same behavior. The only exceptions are the domains D 9 in the cosine billiard and in the stadium billiard, which consist of the whole rectangular part. For these domains no faster rate at low energies is visible. Qualitatively this behavior can be understood by the vanishing of the probability density |ψ n (q)| 2 of the eigenstates at the boundary due to the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Because of the normalization of ψ n (q) the reduced probability density at the boundary has to be compensated by an enhancement of the probability density inside the billiard, which leads to larger oscillations of the probability density near the boundary. Let us assume that this compensation of the probability density takes place in a strip along the boundary of a few de Broglie wavelength width. Then the integral of the probability density |ψ n (q)| 2 over a domain D feels the influence of the boundary only up to a certain energy, proportional to the inverse square of the distance between D and the boundary ∂Ω. Furthermore the boundary influence will be proportional to the overlap of D and the strip at the boundary. This overlap decreases like 1/ √ E n , and therefore S 1 (E, χ D ) should decrease with such a rate at low energies. So the assumption that the compensation takes place in a small strip along the boundary leads exactly to the behavior we observe. Moreover a domain like D 9 which extends to the boundary ∂Ω will not feel any influence, because the boundary effect is compensated entirely inside this domain. To justify our assumption on the range of the boundary influence we refer to the following result on the asymptotic behavior of the summed probability densities on a two-dimensional Riemannian manifold with C ∞ -boundary [20, Theorem 17.5.10] ;
where d(q) is the shortest distance of the point q ∈ Ω to the boundary. The remainder R(q, E) satisfies the estimate |R(q, E)| ≤ C √ E. The second term in (54) describes the influence of the boundary, for d(q) → 0 the term tends to −E/(4π) and cancels the contribution from the first term, such that the boundary conditions are fulfilled. In fig. 13a ) the normalized sum
is displayed for the stadium billiard, using the first 250 eigenfunctions. One nicely sees how the probability density is forced to vanish at the boundary, and how the compensation leads to large oscillations near the boundary. In fig. 13 b) and c) we show two cross sections through the function (55) at two different energies, and compared it to the result one gets from the first two terms on the right hand side of (54) . The agreement is quite impressive, especially near the boundary (y = 0 and y = 1). So although the stadium billiard does not have C ∞ -boundary, the result (54) seems to remain valid. One furthermore observes that with higher energies the y-range on which the agreement is excellent increases. The averaged probability density (55) shows exactly the behavior we assumed for the individual wavefunctions, in order to explain the fast rate of quantum ergodicity at low energies for domains near the boundary. The influence of the Dirichlet boundary condition is concentrated near the boundary, and it decays at a length scale proportional to the de Broglie wavelength. So with the help of eq. (54) one gets a good qualitative understanding of the boundary influence on the rate of quantum ergodicity.
In order to try to get a quantitative understanding we used eq. (54) to derive as in [17] a mean eigenfunction which incorporates the boundary influence
Integrating this expression over a domain D should give for the expectation values the mean value plus the corrections due to the boundary of χ D . By incorporating this into S 1 (E, χ D ) one obtains an expression, which we compared with our numerical data. Although (56) implies a faster decay rate at low energies, it is not as strong as the numerically observed one. This deviation must be caused by considerable fluctuations of the boundary influence on the individual states ψ n around the mean influence described by (54) and (56).
Quantum ergodicity in momentum space
Up to here we have investigated the behavior of the wavefunctions in position space only. Now we turn our attention to the rate of quantum ergodicity in momentum space, which is studied here for the first time numerically. Quantum ergodicity predicts that the angular distribution of the momentum probability distribution | ψ n (p)| 2 tends to 1/(2π) in the weak sense, see eq. (28). Therefore we study an observable with symbol χ C(θ,∆θ) (p) whose expectation value gives the probability of finding the particle with momentum-direction in the interval ]θ − ∆θ/2, θ + ∆θ/2[. Recall that χ C(θ,∆θ) (p) denotes the characteristic function of the circular sector C(θ, ∆θ) = {p ∈ R 2 | arctan(p y /p x ) ∈ ]θ − ∆θ/2, θ + ∆θ/2[}, and the classical mean value of χ C(θ,∆θ) (p) is ∆θ/(2π). Only eigenfunctions of odd parity of the not desymmetrized systems are considered here due to our method of computing the Fourier transformation directly from the normal derivative u n (ω) of the eigenfunction ψ n (q). From Green's theorem one easily finds the formula
where q(ω) denotes a point on the boundary ∂Ω. The advantage of this formula is that it allows to compute the Fourier transform directly from u n (ω), which can be obtained using the boundary integral method. For desymmetrized systems, like the ones considered here, one uses an appropriate Greens function which vanishes at the lines of symmetry, and therefore removes them from the boundary integral, see e.g. [71] . This reduces the computational effort, but one does not get the normal derivatives on these parts of the boundary of the desymmetrized system. Therefore our results for the rate of quantum ergodicity in momentum space are sufficient to rule out the possibility of a totally different behavior in momentum space than in position space. Since the rate for all eigenfunctions cannot be faster than the one for a subsequence of positive density, we get a lower bound for the rate of the full system. The time reversal invariance leads for the Fourier transformed eigenfunctions to the symmetry Table 5 : Rate of quantum ergodicity obtained from a fit of S fit 1 (E) = aE −1/4+ε to the numerically obtained function S 1 (E, Op[χ C(θ i ,∆θ) ]) for the different systems and angle sectors C(θ i , ∆θ).
As in the case of quantum ergodicity in coordinate space, see eq. (46) and fig. 3 , one observes large fluctuations of ψ n , χ C(θ,∆θ) ψ n − ∆θ/(2π) around 0. Therefore we again consider the cumulative version (31) of the quantum ergodicity theorem, which reads in this case | ψ n ′′ (p)| 2 dp = 0 for
and so the coefficient ν
for i = 1, . . . , 4 19 20 for i = 5 .
The results for the rate of quantum ergodicity, characterized by ε, are listed in table 5. It turns out that the rate is slower than the rate of quantum ergodicity for the small domains in configuration space. Moreover the agreement of S 1 (E, Op[χ C(θ i ,∆θ) ]) with the fit is not as good as in the case of S 1 (E, χ D ), in particular the fluctuations of S 1 (E, Op[χ C(θ i ,∆θ) ]) are much larger than in position space. In the stadium billiard the interval 5, which corresponds the direction of the bouncing ball orbits, shows the slowest rate. But as we already noted in the discussion of the rate in position space, the bouncing ball modes alone cannot cause such a slow rate, because their counting function increases only as E 3/4 . So a considerable number of the additional not quantumergodic states which are responsible for the slow rate in position space must also have an enhanced momentum density around π/2. But the slow rates for the other angular intervals indicate that not all not quantum-ergodic states show this behavior in momentum space. For both billiards one observes that the order of magnitude of ε in momentum space is the same as for the large domains in position space. Therefore the results are compatible with the results in position space, but the large fluctuations indicate that one has to go higher in the energy in momentum space than in position space.
Fluctuations of expectation values
Another aspect of great interest is how the expectation values ψ n , Aψ n fluctuate around their mean value σ(A). Since the mean fluctuations decrease for large n, one has to consider the distribution of
HereS 2 (E, A) = Ξ S 2 (E, A) with Ξ being a correction necessary to ensure that the distribution of ξ n has unit variance; see below for an explanation. So the question is whether a limit distribution P (ξ) of ξ n exists in the weak sense, i.e.
where g(ξ) is a bounded continuous function. It is natural to conjecture that this distribution tends to a Gaussian normal distribution,
as in random matrix theory [44, section VII] . Note that this is a conjecture for every observable, i.e. the asymptotic distribution should be independent of the special observable under investigation. For hyperbolic surfaces a study of P (ξ) for an observable in position space is contained in [17] , where a good agreement with a Gaussian normal distribution was observed.
In [16] P (ξ) was studied for the Baker's map and the hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic field, and a fair agreement with a Gaussian was found. However, already from the plots of d i (n) shown in fig. 3 it is clear that the fluctuations are not symmetrically distributed around zero, but have more peaks with large positive values. The reason is that
has to satisfy the inequality
This already indicates that the approach to an asymptotic Gaussian behavior could be rather slow. Therefore we have tested additionally for the cardioid billiard the observable A = χ D 4 − χ D 5 where the expectation values fluctuate symmetrically around zero, and one expects a faster approach to a Gaussian behavior. In fig. 16a ) we show the cumulative distribution
for domain D 4 of the stadium billiard and in fig. 16b ) I N (ξ) is shown for the observable A = χ D 4 − χ D 5 in case of the cardioid billiard. In both cases all values of ξ n with n ∈ [2000, 6000] have been taken into account, giving N = 4000. For the rate S 2 (E, χ D ) we used the result of a fit to S fit 2 (E) = aE α . The insets show the corresponding distributions of ξ n in comparison with the normal distribution, eq. (63). Notice, that no further fit of the mean or the variance of the Gaussian has been made. Example a) is the case for which we have found the worst agreement with a Gaussian (of all the small domains we have tested). The observable chosen for b) gives very good agreement with the Gaussian distribution. In the case of χ D 4 in the stadium billiard there is a significant peak around ξ = −2, which is due to the bouncing ball modes, for which ψ n ′′ , χ D 4 ψ n ′′ is approximately zero, see fig. 3 . Therefore one has a larger fraction with negative ξ n ′′ . For the distribution in case of the observable A = χ D 4 − χ D 5 of the cardioid billiard we obtain a significance niveau of 23% for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (see e.g. [72] ) with respect to the cumulative normal distribution. We also studied the distribution of ξ n for the observables a(p, q) = a(p) = χ C(θ,∆θ) (p) in momentum space. For the stadium billiard the computed distributions show in the considered ) and is shown in fig. 17 . The agreement is quite good, the Kolmogorov-Smirnow test gives a significance niveau of 29%. There is one subtle point concerning the variance of the distribution of ξ n . Since S 2 (E, A) does not represent a local variance around E, but a global one, it is necessary to take this into account to obtain for the fluctuations a variance of unity. If the rate behaves as S 2 (E, A) = aE α then the correction Ξ is given by Ξ = α + 1, e.g. for α = −1/2 we have Ξ = 1/2. See [63] for a more detailed discussion on this point in the case of the distribution of the normalized mode fluctuations. Let us now discuss the influence of not quantum-ergodic sequences to the possible limit distribution. Assume that the rate for the quantum-ergodic states is S ′ 2 (E, A) ∼ aE −α with some power α. If we have a subsequence of not quantum-ergodic states such that the total rate is S 2 (E, A) ∼ a ′ E −α ′ , we can have two different situations, either α = α ′ , or α < α ′ . In the first case the not quantum-ergodic states have no influence on the limit distribution. In the second case where the not quantum-ergodic states dominate the rate, the normalization by a rate which is slower than the one of the quantum-ergodic subsequence implies that we have P (ξ) = δ(ξ). If one instead normalizes the fluctuations with the rate of the quantum-ergodic subsequence, S
2 (E, A), then the limit distribution is determined only by the quantumergodic subsequence, independent of the behavior of the not quantum-ergodic subsequence. To see this we split (62) into the different parts E n ′′ ≤E g(ξ n ′′ ) ≤ max ξ∈R g(ξ), one gets
We conjecture that the fluctuations of the quantum-ergodic subsequence is Gaussian, and therefore all fluctuations, when normalized with the rate of the quantum-ergodic subsequence, are Gaussian.
Summary
The aim of the present paper is to give a detailed study of the rate of quantum ergodicity in Euclidean billiards. We first have given a short introduction to the quantum ergodicity theorems in terms of pseudodifferential operators. We have shown that the quantum ergodicity theorems of Shnirelman, Zelditch, Colin de Verdiére and others are equivalent to a weak from of the semiclassical eigenfunction hypothesis for ergodic systems put forward in [9, 10, 11, 12] . That is, the quantum ergodicity theorem is equivalent to the statement that for ergodic systems the Wigner functions W n (p, q) fulfill
for E n j → ∞ and {n j } ⊂ N a subsequence of density one. Of great importance for the practical applicability of the quantum ergodicity theorem is the question, at which rate quantum mechanical expectation values ψ n , Aψ n tend to their mean value σ(A). Different arguments were presented previously in favor of an expected rate of quantum ergodicity S 1 (E, A) = O(E −1/4+ε ), for all ε > 0, in the case of strongly chaotic systems. In section 2.4 we discussed the influence of not quantum-ergodic subsequences to the rate. If their counting function increases sufficiently fast, they can dominate the behavior of S 1 (E, A) asymptotically. Together with results from [46] for the number of bouncing ball modes in certain billiards it follows that one can find for arbitrary δ > 0 an ergodic billiard for which S 1 (E, A) = O(E −δ ). That is, the quantum ergodicity theorem gives a sharp bound, which cannot be improved without additional assumptions on the system. We furthermore developed a simple but powerful model for the behavior of S 1 (E, A) in the presence of not quantum-ergodic eigenfunctions, whose main ingredient is that the quantumergodic eigenfunctions should obey the optimal rate E −1/4 . The discussion shows that the total rate of quantum ergodicity can be strongly influenced by those exceptional subsequences. Not only that they can cause the rate to be much slower than E −1/4 , they can lead as well to a grossly different behavior of S 1 (E, A) at low and intermediate and at high energies. The numerical investigations are carried out for three types of Euclidean billiards, the stadium billiard (with different parameters), the cosine and the cardioid billiard. The results are based on 2000 eigenfunctions for the cosine billiard, and up to 6000 eigenfunctions for the stadium and the cardioid billiard. As observables we have used characteristic functions of different domains in position space and also a class of observables in momentum space, considered here for the first time. It turns out that the rate of quantum ergodicity in position space is in good agreement with a power law decay, S 1 (E, A) ∼ E −1/4+ε . The difference ε between the exponent and 1/4 is found to be small for several domains and systems. However we also find a number of significant examples showing a slow rate (i.e. ε > 0 and not small). These are discussed in detail and can be attributed to subsequences of localized eigenfunctions. For the cosine billiard we find that the rate agrees well with the expected rate, in particular for the small domains. However asymptotically the rate has to obey S 1 (E, A) ∼ E −1/10 , because the counting function of the bouncing ball modes increases as E 9/10 . The asymptotic regime for the rate lies far beyond any presently computable number of energy levels. By incorporating the knowledge on the counting function obtained from our previous work, we tested our model (43) for the rate successfully for all the considered domains. For the stadium billiard the situation is more complicated: here the counting function of the bouncing ball modes increases as E 3/4 and therefore, as discussed in sec. 2.4, cannot influence the rate. However, we find for the stadium billiard that the rate is for several domains in position space much slower than expected. After discussing and testing several possibilities our explanation for this observation is that in the stadium billiard there exist a much larger subsequence of eigenfunctions which have an enhanced probability density in the rectangular part of the billiard than just the bouncing ball modes. They nevertheless have density zero, but their counting function increases stronger than E 3/4 . Of course, we cannot decide whether this subsequence either has a quantum limit different from the Liouville measure, or if it is a quantum-ergodic subsequence, with an exceptionally slow rate. For the cardioid billiard we also have domains for which the rate is proportional to E −1/4 . But we also find significant exceptions, in particular for domain D 3 the rate is much slower, and this can be attributed to a number of eigenstates which show localization along the unstable periodic orbit AB. For the cardioid billiard we also tested the result from [16] , eq. (33), for the domains D 4 and D 5 , for which the rate is closest to the optimal rate. However the semiclassical result does not agree with our numerical results for the rate. It would be interesting to study this in more detail. From our numerical results we obtain the following general picture: In the studied systems there is a quantum-ergodic subsequence of density one whose rate is S ′ 1 (E, A) = O(E −1/4+ε ). If one observes a slower rate of S 1 (E, A) by using all eigenfunctions, this is caused by a subsequence of density zero, whose counting function increases stronger than E 3/4 . These exceptional eigenfunctions show localization effects and and probably they tend to some non ergodic quantum limit. However we cannot rule out the possibility that they are quantum-ergodic but with a much slower rate than the majority of eigenfunctions. We have found furthermore an effect due to the boundary conditions. For domains lying next to the boundary we observed that the rate may be considerably faster at low energies. The qualitative explanation of the phenomenon is that the probability density of the eigenstates show enhanced fluctuations near the boundary because of the boundary conditions. Using an observable depending only on the momentum, we studied quantum ergodicity in momentum space too, which is done here for the first time to our knowledge. We find that in general the rate of quantum ergodicity is of the same magnitude as for the large domains in position space. Furthermore the oscillations of S 1 (E, A) are larger in momentum space, which might indicate that one has to go higher in the energy in momentum space than in position space. We also studied the distribution of the suitably normalized fluctuations of ψ n , Aψ n −σ(A), see eq. (61), both for operators in position space and in momentum space. For the observable A = χ D 4 −χ D 5 in the case of the cardioid billiard we find very good agreement with a Gaussian normal distribution and in the case of observables depending only on the momentum good agreement is found. However for the stadium billiard (and also domain D 3 for the cardioid billiard) we clearly find that again subsequences of not quantum-ergodic states may have a considerable influence. If they dominate S 2 (E, A), the distribution will tend to a delta function due to the normalization by S 2 (E, A). But when normalizing instead with the rate of the quantumergodic states,S ′ 2 (E, A), we expect a universal Gaussian distribution of the fluctuations. As possible investigations for the future it seems very interesting to study whether the expression given in [16] for the rate in terms of the classical correlation function can describe our numerical results. In particular for the cardioid billiard a more detailed investigation along these lines seems promising as this system is the most "generic" one from the three studied systems and we find both the optimal rate and also clear deviations. The present paper also shows that a detailed understanding of the phenomenon of scarred eigenfunctions is necessary because these clearly affect the rate of quantum ergodicity.
